Your nbn
connect kit
™

Connecting your new home to the
nbn™ broadband access network

Great news! Your new home is now nbn™ ready. This means
nbn has installed all the nbn™ supplied equipment needed for
you to pre-order an nbn™ powered plan and start enjoying
access to fast broadband sooner.*
Make the most of fast internet access

Your needs, your choice

Services over the nbn™ access network give you the opportunity
to do and experience more, from the comfort of your own home.

nbn offers a choice of wholesale speed tiers to phone
and internet providers, who turn these into nbn™ powered
plans you can buy. Before choosing a new plan, make sure
you’re selecting a retail speed that will suit your needs. It’s
also important to ask your provider about the speed tiers
available to you, and the typical speeds you can expect
to experience on your new plan (particularly during peak
times, like the evening).*

A brighter future
Learning a new skill or
qualification online is made easy
with access to fast internet.*
Entertainment
The whole family can stream
videos and music simultaneously.*

It’s easy to stay in touch
Saying “Hi” to friends and family
is just a click or call away.*
Flexible work opportunities
Access to fast broadband helps
you work from home. Plus, it allows
you to use the latest e-commerce
applications and technologies.*

Remember: nbn is a wholesaler
nbn builds and maintains the nbn™ access network, but
doesn’t sell phone and internet services direct to the public.
To order an nbn™ powered plan, you’ll need to contact a
phone and internet provider.

Pre-order an nbn™ powered plan today
By contacting your preferred phone and internet provider now, you’ll be able to access all the benefits of the nbn™ access network as soon as you move in.
Find a provider by visiting
nbn.com.au/providers

Carefully consider your needs and
discuss them with your selected provider

Ask to pre-order an nbn™ powered plan

Note: Your phone and internet provider may charge a first-time connection fee. Be sure to check with them whether any fees will apply to your specific connection before ordering your nbn™ powered plan.

Call 1800 687 626

Visit nbn.com.au

Email info@nbn.com.au

*Your experience, including the speeds actually achieved over the nbn™ broadband access network, depends on the technology over which services are delivered to your premises and some factors outside our control (like
your equipment quality, software, signal quality, broadband plan and how your service provider designs its network). nbn is a provider of wholesale speeds to internet providers. nbn™ wholesale speed tiers available to your
phone and internet provider vary depending on the access technology in your area. © 2018 nbn co ltd. ‘nbn’ and the Aurora device are trade marks of nbn co ltd | ABN 86 136 533 741.
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